
"break of day" used ms p. 79, & later? 



Angel Momma, not Mama 
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KLND check # times "stone-Still” or "stone" used 
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ran FIND check on & of times "and all else" used, 
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Watch the # of usages of: "So, 
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run find check on # uses of "something"; make 
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it more precise whenever possible 
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run 5TND check on # of uses of "honest” or "honestly" 

fcf *39 C 
end of sentence. 
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p. 1)46—Whit, "Have it your way," Does A>lph say the same, to Angus? 
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check # of times $ someone draws breath to steady herself/himself 
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ms p. 309, news of Angus's deaths "Wes's eyes stayed steady on hers." used before? 
run J1ND check on eye s/eyeing/eyed /*/ oiu/L dfahj*i ai 



do P1ND check on how many times "This Isn't like you" or "this wasn't like him/her" 

is used. ^ rftofuL 7/vy«3i. 



Run a "Find" check on "pret", to see if I can cut down # of times used. 
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use FIND to check on # of usages of "little" or "a little" 
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Wes, Susan et al use "kind of" 

Monty, ty)lph, et al use "sort of 
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# of times Wes or anybody else pivots /A, fdtuk 
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FEND check on "just” 

--keep it in dialogue, thin it elsewhere/ 



FIND check on blessed 
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FACT check You never knew. 



FIND check: just enough 



FIND check on "boiled to feet" and "boiled around"; use twice, no more 



FEND ate check: take caps off Holy Hollers, every disk 



run FIND check on # of uses of “clucked" (to the horses) 
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FEND check # of uses of "brow of the butte" 
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You never knew. (MJLAJ ; ^ j. 2_// 

—mental refrain by Monty, abt prejudice 

—use In his scene w/ Angus? 
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